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"How is this ...... possible?I've posted so many messages on the darknet throwing dirty

water on that bastard, how could that taboo existence in Tian Hai City fall in love with a

woman like that?No way, that's absolutely impossible!"Leng Feng couldn't believe it
could be true!He never would have guessed that after the news of Shen Xiyan's two-year
marriage was released, that horrible man actually didn't care!

And he and Leng Changjiang never dreamed that the two outfits that Lin Tian asked Shen
Xiyan to customize, "Peerless" and "The World's Red Face" were originally prepared for

him and Shen Xiyan.

The next moment, just as Leng Feng opened his phone to question the message from the

darknet, he suddenly saw a message from the darknet to him.

"Customer Leng Feng, due to the fact that you are on our platform, recklessly posting

irresponsible information, causing us to suffer huge losses in the dark web, so your

account has been permanently banned, and the amount you hit is deducted!Mr. Leng
Feng, I advise you that there are some people in this world you can't offend ......"

Bang ...... Leng Feng completely desperate paralyzed on the ground, face blue, two eyes

blind, the entire body is cold sweat, face pale to the extreme, lips are shivering in

fear ......

Bang ...... Leng Changjiang also sat on his chair, filled with fear, that existence but even
the Gong Family, a first-class family in Tianhai City, had been annihilated overnight

ah.That's not to mention their Leng family, their Leng family now even with the strength

of a quasi first-class family, but in front of that forbidden man, it was completely and

utterly inadequate ah.

"For ...... why, would it be like this, why ...... would he be so attentive to that wild seed?Is
it really the end of the road for the Leng family?Is ...... Is ...... my Leng family really about

to be exterminated?"Leng Changjiang's heart full of incredulity, with endless fear in the

depths of his eyes, at this moment he only felt the back of a cold, the whole person is like

an ice cave ......



Ding bell, ding bell ...... Suddenly Leng Changjiang's cell phone, frantically ringing, that
is a text message sent to the beep, followed by one after another phone call in ......

"Leng Changjiang!What the hell did you do?The Leng family is finished, finished!All the
companies under our family have just been seized!What the fuck did you do ！！！！"Leng
Changjiang's own brother, who was in charge of the Leng Group outside, opened his

mouth and cursed out as soon as Leng Changjiang picked up the phone ......

Leng Changjiang's face was even more pale, he didn't consciously hang up the phone, but
soon the phone was called in again from outside: "Uncle, what exactly happened to our

family ah?I'm still in Southeast Asia ah, I'm being hunted, in the end what happened ah,
in the end what happened, ah ...... "a miserable to the point of screams out, apparently
the other side has met the king of hell ......

Leng Changjiang's old eyes shed a tear of regret and fear, the person who just called him

was, the person in charge of the Leng family in Southeast Asia, and also his own nephew,
but now is dead, he all heard inside the phone, the sound of the other party shooting ......

"Song'er ...... "Leng Changjiang to the phone, lips trembling and called the other side of

the name once.

But the next moment, the phone came from the other end of a strange and extremely cold

voice: "Heh ...... Leng Song is already dead, did you make it yourself, Leng family

master ......"

...... Leng Changjiang in also can't hold the phone in his hands, the phone weakly fell to

the ground, after falling to the ground, the phone screen was instantly shattered ......

......

Outside the gate of the Leng family, the black-clothed Lin Hao and Mo Tianji appeared,
and on the outskirts were hundreds of combat sequences, who had surrounded the Leng

family.The members of the Leng family outside were being captured back one by one and

thrown into the courtyard.

"Brother, the news has been confirmed, and now Shanwu Yi Dye whisk Pa West Leng

family head Leng Changjiang and Leng Feng are in the innermost villa, and a group of

senior Leng family members, who are in Tianhai City have all been captured back, and
those outside are some minor characters, have been annihilated!Now this is all the

members of the Leng Family ......" said Mo Tianji respectfully to Lin Hao.



"Mm ......" Lin Hao nodded with an ice-cold face, then he brought Mo Tianji, and ten of

the strongest combat sequences, into the Leng Family's gate, he was now going to meet

this Leng Changjiang.

As Lin Hao and Mo Tianji stepped in, all of a sudden, the Leng family in the Leng family's
compound looked at the two men in front of them in fear, and everywhere they passed,
all of them were backing away.After all, the man in front of them was the most terrifying

existence in Tianhai City.

At this moment, Leng Changjiang and Leng Feng had already come out of the

underground chamber, so it was no longer useful for them to hide in there.The Leng
family on the ground had already informed them that the man from Tianhai City had
personally arrived.

Leng Changjiang and Leng Feng were standing in the hall of the innermost villa, their
faces pale white, cold sweat coming out all over their bodies, they looked at the man who

was currently stepping into the Leng family from outside, the man who was handsome,
but emitted monstrous hostility, with a strong killing intent in his eyes!

Bang ...... The moment Lin Hao stepped into the hall, Leng Changjiang and Leng Feng

hurriedly kneeled in front of Lin Hao.Lin Hao walked to the main seat inside the hall and

sat down, staring at Leng Changjiang with icy cold eyes.
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"I'd like to know, wouldn't your Leng family get a great chance by marrying me, but why
are you doing this?You guys go and apologize to Xi Yan,maybe your Leng family will still

get a lifetime of glory in return, it's not impossible for you to even become a top-notch
family in Tian Hai City one day, isn't that bad?"

Lin Hao paused and continued, "And Xi Yan's body also has half of your Leng Family's
blood, in a way, she is also one of your Leng Family's people, but why do you have to

choose like this?Can you give me a reason?"

After Lin Hao finished speaking Leng Changjiang opened his mouth several times,
wanting to say something, but in the end, not a single word came out, his face was
dripping with cold sweat, and he was filled with endless regret.



He still clearly remembered, half a month ago, when Gong Haiyang left from him.The
words that he had personally said to him, if his Leng Family could get help from that

forbidden existence, then the Leng Family would be within reach of becoming a first-class
family, and it was even completely a matter of the other party's words.

And now his Leng Family clearly had such a great opportunity, but it was wasted, he
had chosen wrongly.And there were always so many important choices in life that

couldn't be changed once they were decided.If you choose, you have to go on, and if you

choose right, then it's a lifetime of glory, but if you choose wrong, then it's doom and

gloom!And he, Leng Changjiang, chose the wrong crossroads in pushing the Leng family

to a first-class family, he chose to join forces with the Gong family, and the Gong family

has already been destroyed, so will his Leng family still be far away?

Leng Changjiang knelt on the ground and closed his eyes, tears of remorse, unable to
stop flowing down ......

"Mr. Lin ...... Lin, we were wrong, we were wrong, please give us another chance,
please give us another chance, we will go to apologize to Xi Yan, no no no, we give the
whole Leng family to Xi Yan, all to Xi Yan, and please let us live, Leng family I don't want,
IDon't do it, I don't want it ...... "bang bang bang ......Leng Feng pleaded with Lin Hao

while kowtowing violently to him ......

Lin Hao, however, didn't even look at him from start to finish.In Lin Hao's eyes, he,
Leng Feng, was far from being that qualified.Lin Hao stood up, took a deep look at Leng

Changjiang, and walked out ......

When Lin Hao approached Leng Changjiang, he paused his steps and slowly said:
"Leng Changjiang, you are an ambitious man, you have the posture of an ambitious man,
you are unscrupulous and reckless...."

Lin Hao finished a pause and continued, "Leng Changjiang don't say I didn't give you
a chance, the Gong family I was directly annihilated, the opportunity was not given.But
your Leng family's true heritage and strength is already considered a first-class family, I
won't destroy your Leng family today, you have any means and moves, just use them, if
you can't catch it, count me as losing ......" Lin Hao said, this time did not make any more

stops, but directly left.......

"The Leng family still has many good sons and daughters, they haven't been involved

in this, they haven't even made a mistake, they are good people, please Mr. Lin let them

go and spare them ...... bang bang bang ......"Leng Changjiang had no illusions at all about



Lin Hao's last sentence, because he knew that it was useless, the other party's power, just
in plain sight, was going to be far stronger than the four big families in Tianhai City

combined, and no matter what kind of background he Leng Changjiang had, it wouldn't
be enough in front of the other party's absolute strength.

So Leng Changjiang already knew by now that he himself was finished, absolutely
finished, and Leng Feng he couldn't keep.But the Leng family was built by him, and the

Leng family really still had many good children and kind descendants.So right now, he
only wanted to keep those people, to preserve those people ......

"Heh ...... Why would I have known better?Master Leng, no later ...... "Lin Hao did not

speak, did not even pause, while Mo Tianji paused and smiled coldly at Leng Changjiang

to cover the west whisking and pickpocketing to dye and cover a ......

When Mo Tianji then entered in front of Leng Feng, he couldn't help but pause

again.He looked deeply at Leng Feng as if he was a fool, and Mo Tianji slowly said, "Are
you a fool?Isn't it good to be alive?Didn't you hear what I told you last week when my

sister-in-law's company opened?Do you have to get yourself killed?Oh yes, your horse
over there, after you were driven out of the cold house that day, has died, you didn't find
it? ...... uh ......."

Mo Tianji is really a face of displeasure, in his view this Leng Feng is completely a big

idiot, the biggest idiot under the heavens, when Shen Xiyan company opened, they have

beaten him a few big mouths, not long memory, and that afternoon, Shen Ruoxue is

completely disappeared in the world ...... Leng Feng actually did not notice not at all.The
right one ......

It's that old saying, if you don't die yourself, you won't die ......

Lin Hao and Mo Tianji left, the door of the Leng family was completely blocked, Leng
Changjiang is still kneeling on the ground, his head is knocked out of blood, but even then,
he is still kneeling on the ground and not moving ......

Leng Feng, on the other hand, collapsed on the ground, his heart filled with despair

and endless regret ......
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At four o'clock in the afternoon, according to the time of the dyeing closed cover yi yi

closed ground western winter, it is already considered evening, the setting sun's afterglow



fell on the top floor of the Tianhai Group's headquarters in the cubicle, scattered on the

sleeping Shen Siyan, Shen Siyan felt that she slept particularly well in this sleep, her
whole body is in a kind of deep sleep.

The next moment Shen Caiyan stretched her back, her long eyelashes flickered and

flashed twice, and she slowly opened her beautiful eyes.When she opened her eyes, she
saw the strange environment in front of her, she quickly lifted the blanket to look at

herself, when she found that only her shoes were taken off, she was greatly relieved, and
when she came back to her senses, she felt that she had thought too much, with that

man's identity and status, what kind of woman did she want?

Shen Xi Yan got out of bed and put on her shoes, studied them, and opened the door

of the secret room and walked out.When she went out, she saw that neither Lin Tian nor

Mo Tianji were inside, and found Lin Tian's secretary to ask about them both going out.It
was just that when Shen Xiyan was talking to that secretary, that secretary was looking at
her with envy in her eyes.This made her feel a little confused, but she didn't think too

much about it, she just politely said a few words to the secretary and left the Tianhai

Group.

After coming out of Tianhai Group, Shen Xiyan took a taxi, the first time did not go

home, but rushed to the company, today her company's employees are at work, this is
almost finished, then she, the boss how to also go to show up ah.

It's just that Shen Siyan always felt something wrong along the way, something that

she felt from the time she was in Lin Tian's office, chatting with that secretary.The way
that secretary looked at her was very wrong, there was envy and complexity as well as

deep jealousy.

She hadn't paid much attention to it at the time, but as she went out from the CEO's
office, all the senior white-collar employees of the Tianhai Group she met along the way

looked at her with incomparable envy.Even this driver she was taking a taxi with at the

moment was the same, but the driver didn't say anything, instead he was especially

excited and played music.For a time Shen Xiyan was deeply confused ......

Half an hour later, Shen Siyan arrived at the downstairs of her own company, and just

happened to run into a few female employees of her own company, who had just bought

milk tea and were ready to go upstairs, and those female employees squealed with

excitement when they saw Shen Siyan.Shen Shyan was directly confused, she was sure
that there must be another rumor about her and Lin Tian outside!



It really is at this time a female employee ran to Shen Xiyan, to Shen Xiyan said

happily: "Sister Xiyan, Sister Xiyan, you are awesome, I wish you happiness oh, the day
after tomorrow when you get married, must please us ah, must ah ......".

"I'm not sure how much I'll be able to do this, but I'm not sure how much I'll be able
to do this.That's definitely beautiful, the day after tomorrow you are definitely the most

beautiful woman in Tianhai City, the reputation of the first red face is absolutely deserved,
congratulations sister Xi Yan Oh ......" another beautiful employee pulled Shen Xi Yan

said.

"Well well, Sister Xi Yan, Mr Lin is so handsome, you are also beautiful, you two are

getting married, you still don't tell us, Sister Xi Yan you are so happy.You don't know,
now the entire Tianhai City women are envious of you ......" another lovely female

employee hugged Shen Xiyan and said in a petulant manner, in short, her tone was filled
with a lot of envy.

"What?I ...... me and Lin Tian get married the day after tomorrow?How is this ......
possible?Who do you listen to?How come I don't know?"Even if Shen Xi Yan was stupid,
she finally reacted at this moment.She finally knew why those employees of Tianhai

Group were looking at her so wrongly, and it turned out that the problem was in

herself ......

"Erm?Sister Xiyan ...... Xiyan, don't scare us, everyone in the whole sky knows that

you are going to marry Mr. Lin the day after tomorrow, don't you know?It's been
reported crazy on the news today ...... "The beautiful employee holding Shen Xiyan's arm
stared blankly at Shen Xiyan.
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Shen Xiyan couldn't care less about asking them anymore and instead just took out her

phone, turned it on, and then began to read today's Tianhai City news from start to

finish.The first item she saw was that someone had sent out the news that she had gotten

married in Nanjiang City and had even recruited a son-in-law to her door back then.More

than half of the comments below this news were scolding her, and Shen Xiyan's body
trembled.Just when she went to look at it seriously again, she found that the news had

already been deleted and directly 404 ......

And the next news appeared in front of her eyes, the first president of Tianhai City Lin
Tian and Tianhai City's first red face, Shen Xi Yan, in the morning after tomorrow in the

Tianhai Cathedral held a grand wedding er dye whisked west closed land zero!The



wedding dress of the two was personally designed by the number one costume designer in
Tianhai City, and the wife of the number one CEO, Miss Shen Siyan, and the wedding was
attracting worldwide attention!

"Feast, feast in Tianhai City, the day after tomorrow morning, Mr. Lin and Miss Shen

will be married in Tianhai Church, I wish Mr. Lin and Miss Shen happiness and

happiness ......"

Shen Caiyan continued to look down, and then saw her personally designed and

hand-driven out of the wedding dress, the Ultimate Peerless with the Tipping World

Redhead, was also sent out ......

"How ...... is it possible that I ...... and he are going to get married the day after

tomorrow?"Shen Siyan was confused, completely confused, how could she have never

expected that man to say that he would get married the day after tomorrow, the wedding
object was her!!!!

"Sister Xi Yan, don't scare us, Lin is so handsome and nice, I'm afraid everyone in the

whole city knows that he likes you, you're the only one who doesn't know, right?And you
don't know this morning, Tian Hai City, people are scolding you, scolding can be

unpleasant, saying that you are a watery flower, previously had a husband, now also go

shamelessly seduce the total Lin.The company has been in the process of developing the

new product for the past two years.But this morning for your negative reports, that's
overwhelming ah ......" a female employee worriedly looked at Shen Shiyan said.

"Yeah, yeah, Sister Xiyan, don't scare us ah, don't tell us that General Manager Lin is

married to you.I'm not sure if I'm going to be able to do that.And this morning, everyone
outside is scolding you and throwing dirty water on you, but that's the case, Lin
announced that he married you.It can be seen that General Manager Lin is really really a

good man ah, don't let him down ah, Sister Xi Yan ...... "Standing beside Shen Xi Yan, that
cute looking female employee, also looked worried to Shen Xi Yan said.

"I, but I, but I'm with him ...... "Shen Xiyan still wanted to open her mouth again to

explain something, but as soon as she opened her mouth, she stopped, she heard behind

her, a series of cars rapid braking sounds, and also the few female employees in front of

her now mouth is also open, look incomparably shocked.

Shen Siyan slowly turned around and looked backwards, and suddenly she was also

deeply shocked by the scene in front of her ......



Because right now in front of her were more than twenty black Lamborghini Poison,
and on top of these cars, all covered in red rose petals, one car might not be conspicuous,
it didn't seem so shocking, but more than twenty lined up in a row, that kind of scene was
what made it incomparably shocking!!!!

In the next moment, a black suit Lin Hao from the car parked in the middle, slowly
walked down, he is like a prince, holding a large bouquet of bright roses in his right hand,
slowly step by step, deep affectionate walk to Shen Xi Yan face ......

"Wake up, why don't you get some sleep, are you still tired?"Lin Hao said as he

tenderly fiddled with Shen Xiyan's somewhat messy hair on the side of her face,
incomparably sweetly smiling at her ......

The man in front of me, with the twenty black Lamborghinis behind him, looked so

stunning!Truly unparalleled!

Shen Shi Yan covered her mouth in shock and didn't say anything, while Lin Hao just

stood quietly in front of her, smiling and looking at her, just so quietly, everything
seemed like the first time ......
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"I ...... I ...... I ......" Shen Xi Yan opened her mouth and stammered, unable to say a

complete sentence either.Honestly she was really shocked in her heart, and such a scene

was also really really romantic, but she couldn't accept it because she only had Lin Hao in

her heart, because she, Shen Shi Yan, would never be able to love another man in her

life.It's just that this man in front of her, from the very beginning, helped her

unconditionally, helped her in all kinds of ways, did too many things for her, and she

didn't know how to reject the man in front of her for a while ......

Lin Hao naturally knew what was in Shen Xiyan's heart, and when he looked at Shen

Xiyan's rejecting eyes, he was instead even happier.This was only his own wife, this was
only his own fallen red face!

"Alright, you go up and rest, I still have things to do I'll leave first ......" after Lin Hao

Weiwei smiled, he stuffed the flowers in his hand into Shen Xiyan's bosom.Letting Shen

Xiyan stand stunned while he drove one of the cars and left, as for the remaining twenty

or so cars, they continued to stay here, these cars were completely his gift to Shen

Xiyan ......



Until after Lin Hao left, Shen Xiyan's eyes suddenly dropped a tear down, she stared
blankly at the direction Lin Hao drove away, mumbling, "I'm sorry, you're very good, I'm
not good enough for you, and in this life, I will never fit another man in my heart, so,
really, really, I'm sorry ......"

The three female employees who were standing beside Shen Xiyan at this moment,
listening to her words, were all terrified one by one.You know that the other party is the

strongest man in Tianhai City, the most powerful man, their own boss if they angered that
man, then the consequences are simply unimaginable ah ......

"Sister Xi ...... Xi Yan, there's something I don't know whether I should say or not, Lin
is always good to you, and he also wants you to be good to him.And you are able to marry

him, to marry a man as good as him.We believe brother-in-law will also support you in

the underground.Sister Xiyan, General Manager Lin he is just gentle in front of you ah, he
but annihilated the entire Gong family ah, and I heard that today he went to the Leng

family for your sake, the Leng family has now begun to die ah ...... "standing next to Shen
Xiyan, a female employee, usually with Shen Xiyan private relationship with a relatively

good person.Saying to Shen Xi Yan incomparably worried.

Is Lin Tian a good person?Definitely not ah, don't look at how gentle and considerate

Lin Tian was in front of their boss.That's because Lin Tian likes Shen Shi Yan ah.And
outside, Lin Tian was a murderous devil, with a hostile presence.If this Shen Siyan

annoyed him, what would be the consequences ......

"What?He ...... he went to the cold house?And killed the Leng family?"It's only when
you've got the right person in your life that you'll be able to see the difference.The body
can't help but a tremble, yes, the man in front of the eyes but a hostile man ah.

The first thing that you need to do is to take a look at the company's website and
make sure that you are aware of what you are doing.And I've heard that the current Leng

family has been blocked by General Manager Lin, only allowing entry and exit!"This
female employee finished her sentence and her body was not cold ......

"He ...... he is indeed able to do it ......" murmured Shen Xi Yan with a somewhat pale

face, then one of her hearts slowly sank into the valley, if she annoyed Lin Tian, thenThe
consequences were truly unimaginable.It didn't matter if she was by herself, but she still
had family and friends around her, and if Lin Tian was angry with them, then ......

Shen Siyan frowned deeply, this matter was very complicated, everyone knew that Lin

Tian could be much more terrifying than the Gong family and the Leng family, this was a



desperate and ruthless man, the weight of hostility on his body was something she had

only seen in her life, and she also knew that the reason why there was so much hostility

on that man was solely because of his wife's divorce from him.And if she rejected him

again this time, then the consequences ......
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But I'm afraid that all the people in Heavenly Sea are envious of her, and she's the only
one who doesn't want to go marry that man.It wasn't a matter of liking or not liking, it
was because all of her Shen Xi Yan's feelings had all gone up in smoke the day she learned

that Lin Hao had died.No more, she didn't have any more feelings in her heart to go and

meet a new love, to meet a new marriage again ah.And neither she nor Lin Hao had

entered into a marriage, neither had held a wedding, and now after Lin Hao's death, for
her to hold a wedding with another man?She was somewhat overwhelmed ......

In the next moment Shen Shen lost her mind and went back inside her office, and the

moment she entered, she once again announced a holiday to all the employees.She
wanted to go quietly by herself ......

Right after all the employees of Shen Suyan's company left, at 4:30 pm, Mo Tianji

arrived here and walked directly into Shen Suyan's office inside.

When Shen Xiyan heard the footsteps, she could not help but raise her head, her hair
was messy, her face was all tears, she looked at Mo Tianji and slowly said: "Mr. Mo ......"

Mo Tianji nodded his head and took a deep look at Shen Xiyan and said, "Miss Shen,
this is not good for your health ......"

For Mo Tianji's words, Shen Xiyan was stunned, after a while, she looked up at Mo

Tianji and said, "Mr. Mo, I'm sorry, I may not really be able to marry your big brother,
marry Mr. Lin, I ...... my husband just died, I ...... I ......"

Mo Tianji was silent and walked over to Shen Xiyan and handed her a tissue.Mo Tianji

sighed deeply, his heart was both responsible and shocked, Shen Siyan, this woman was

really able to do it, in the face of monstrous power and wealth.And still be able to stick to
her true heart!

The same Mo Tianji had even more good feelings for Shen Siyan.Because Shen Xiyan

didn't know who Lin Tian really was, but he knew ah.Lin Tian was Lin Hao!The man who

was going to hold the wedding with Shen Xiyan the day after tomorrow was not an



outsider at all, but her husband, Lin Hao!But right now this is something that you can't go
and talk to Shen Xiyan yet.

So Mo Tianji could only sigh deeply, then he said to Shen Suyan, "Sorry, Miss Shen,
my big brother doesn't know that you don't want to marry him, in his heart, the day after
tomorrow is the wedding he prepared for you.In his heart, in this world, as long as he

wants something, he must get it, if he can't get it, he will destroy it, and along with that

shatter all the things around this thing, completely erase all traces of this thing, in this

world ......"

Shen Siyan was stunned, she knew that what Mo Tianji said was true, that's why she

was in so much pain at the moment, just over half a month ago, she had just experienced

a forced marriage, but now it was to experience another one.And each time, it wasn't
something she could refuse, and she didn't have any strength to refuse ......

Mo Tianji was silent for a while before he said to Shen Xiyan with a heavy tone, "Miss

Shen, I'm sorry, I understand, but I know my big brother better.So there are some things

that my big brother can't do, so I'll do them.You ...... must marry my big brother, your
ex-husband left you the Jiuzhou Group, has been controlled by me, and the few people

who have a good relationship with you, Jiang Shaoming, have also been imprisoned by

me.As for your relatives, your mother, they are not touched by me.But if you refuse to

appear at my big brother's wedding the day after tomorrow, everything you care about,
everything your ex-husband left to you, will disappear, all your family and friends around

you will also disappear ......"

Mo Tianji paused and continued, "Kyushu Group, Xi Yan Design Company, Jiang Shao
Ming, Wang Weiwei, Yue Gu, Leng Qiu Ya, Wang Shufen, and even Gu Shengnan ...... if
you refuse, they ...... will all die ...... "

"Don't ...... please, don't ......" Shen Xiyan shed tears to Mo Tianji begged bitterly.

The first time I saw it, I thought it would be a good idea to have a little bit of time to

get it all together.You will definitely not regret closing the west closed intentionally

earthly Shan's ......"

After Mo Tianji finished speaking, he sighed deeply in his heart, words, he could only

speak up to this point, he couldn't go on any further, there was just two days left, after
two days, everything would be revealed.At that time, he believed that Lin Hao would

definitely give Shen Xiyan a great surprise, a huge glory, a wedding in full bloom!



Mo Tianji left, Shen Xiyan left alone in the office, drew the curtains, turned off the

lights, a person hiding in the dark, the mood of despair ......

Shen Siyan's cell phone, from before when Mo Tianji came in, it has been ringing, it
has been ringing, it was Yue Gu, Wang Shufen, Leng Qiu Ya, constantly calling her, those
people are incomparably worried about Shen Siyan at the moment ......
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At the moment Shen Xiyan's home, Wang Shufen and Leng Qiu Ya as well as Gu Yue, Gu
Shengnan, are anxiously waiting there, Wang Shufen put down the phone, to the people

shook his head: "Xiyan still did not pick up, this can do ah, Xiyan just with the loss of Lin

Hao, and Xiyan and Lin Hao's feelings so deep, so deep, now Lin Hao's bones are not cold,
let her go to marry someone else, I am afraid that this girl heart can not think straight,
will go to do something stupid ah ......".

The first thing you need to know is that you can't afford to be in a situation where

you're not going to be able to do anything about it, and you're not going to be able to do

anything about it.Just hope that Shen Suyan can be safe and sound ......

Yue Gu was also in a hurry, Yue Gu's violent temper couldn't be endured at this

moment, he stood up and said to the crowd, "Forget it, don't wait, I'm going to look for Xi

Yan, I'm now looking for her in Xi Yan's company, if she's not there, I'll go to Tian Hai

Group again ......"

"Don't bother looking for it, pity will be back later, what if she comes back later and

you go out again?"Gu Shengnan smiled at Yue Gu and said that he was really happy

because he had already guessed Lin Tian's true identity in his heart.So in his heart, he was
looking forward to the wedding the day after tomorrow!So I'm afraid he's the only one

who's calm in this house, because it's Lin Hao and Shen Shiyan's wedding, so why is he in
a hurry?

Yue Gu looked at the smile on her dad's face and went crazy on the spot, looking at Gu
Shengnan incredulously and said, "Dad, are you okay?That bit is a taboo existence in

Tianhai City ah, half a month ago flipped the hand to exterminate the Gong family ah,
and zero love service closed erwu cover land I heard, today the Leng family is also

blocked by Lin Tian, now everyone does not know the internal situation of the Leng

family, Dad now what time ah, you actually laugh out?"



Wang Shufen and Leng Qiuya were also incomparably confused as they looked at Gu
Shengnan.Only then did Gu Shengnan put away the smile on his face as he looked at

everyone very, very seriously and said, "Lin Tian's power is great, it's terrifying, but
taking a step back, is it really bad to marry a man like Lin Tian in this state that she's in?"

Gu Shengnan's words fell, and the three girls who were suddenly anxious were

stunned, yes, Lin Hao was dead.But life goes on for the living ah, is Shen Shi Yan not

going to get married in this life?Then if Shen Xiyan were to get married again, what man

would be able to compare to Lin Tian?Doesn't Lin Tian love Shen Shi Yan?Of course it's
love.Otherwise, Lin Tian wouldn't have vigorously tried to help Shen Xi Yan over and

over again, which shows that Lin Tian definitely loves Shen Xi Yan in his heart ......

"But ...... But, after all, Xi Yan has just suffered such a heavy blow, and now to let her

marry a man she has known for less than half a month, isn't that a little too cruel to

her?Lin Tian is not bad, I admit it, but, but my heart aches for Xi Yan, Xi Yan she loves

Lin Hao so, so much ...... "Yue Gu knew her father had a point, but she was still worried
and said ......

Gu Shengnan nodded and said, "Well, but to put it bluntly, can we afford to mess with

Lin Tian?Can we afford to mess with the Gu family?Can you afford to mess with the

pity?"

As soon as Gu Shengnan said this, the three women in the house were all pale.Yes,
who else in this Heavenly Sea City could provoke Lin Tian?To mess with that horrible

being?There was simply no one left.If Shen Xiyan forcefully rejects Lin Tian, then the

consequences ......

Wang Shufen and Leng Qiu Ya unconsciously took two steps back because Lin Tian
had announced in front of everyone in Heavenly Sea City that the day after tomorrow he
was going to marry Shen Suyan.With an existence like Lin Tian's, if Shen Siyan didn't go
the day after tomorrow, then what would happen, I'm afraid no one would know or dare

to imagine ......

"But ......" when Yue Gu was about to say, suddenly Gu Shengnan stood up with a

heavy face and looked out the door, Leng Qiu Ya and Wang Shufen also looked out the

door at the first time, Yue Gu followed the eyes of the three of them to look out.The face
became even more pale, and even her body began to flow down cold sweat, her sexy little
mouth opened wide, and her eyes were filled with shock ......

Because right now, outside the door, Lin Hao and Mo Tianji, who were dressed in

black, were coming here step by step, and yes, it was just Lin Hao and Mo Tianji.But the



two people outside the window right now were the most powerful and terrifying figures
in Tianhai City today.Yue Gu couldn't help but take a few steps backwards in fear ......

It's already six o'clock in the evening, the sky outside has been completely dark,
dressed in black Lin Hao, like a king in the night, slowly walking towards them, Lin Hao

has not yet arrived, but the people inside the house can also feel, an overwhelming

pressure, forced over, and if they bring a moment to resist, they feel absolutely will be

crushed by the man in front of them ......

The door opened, and Lin Hao and Mo Tianji slowly walked in one after the other.The
crowd in the room didn't dare to say a word, the entire atmosphere was quiet and

depressing.
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Lin Hao walked to the house, looked at Wang Shufen and Leng Qiu Ya and nodded to the

two of them, "Hello, the day after tomorrow I'm going to marry Xi Yan, I hope you won't
object, I like you promise that I'll be good to Xi Yan ......"

Leng Qiu Ya and Wang Shufen couldn't say a word about Lin Hao's words, because
Lin Hao's tone of voice, the two of them could also hear that it wasn't a tone of discussion
with them at all, but as if it was just an order, or notice ......

Wang Shufen and Leng Qiuya had the intention to say a few words of tactful rejection,
but the two women were oppressed by Lin Hao's absolute aura, but they didn't dare to
say a word at the moment.And they are also afraid that the man in front of them won't
treat Shen Suyan well in the future.And now that Shen Siyan hadn't returned yet, they
would have to wait until Shen Siyan returned and talk to Shen Siyan after they had made
their discussions ......

When Wang Shufen and Leng Qiuya didn't speak, Lin Hao walked up to Gu Shengnan

again, took a deep look at him and slowly said, "Master Gu, we meet again, but this time

you are the elder, Xiyan's father passed away and you are now her godfather, so at the

wedding the day after tomorrow, I would like to ask you, to act as her father, from you, to
hand her over to me, is that alright?"Lin Hao's tone was not overbearing this time, and he
also knew that Gu Shengnan, a smart man, had already guessed his identity.

Sure enough, the next moment everyone saw Gu Shengnan nodding his head with a

smile, "Well, yes, it's an honor to be able to witness the wedding between Xi Yan and you,
and I also believe that the day after tomorrow's wedding will definitely be a grand event!I



wish you and Xi Yan happiness, never to be separated again in your life ...... "Gu Sheng

Nan said meaningfully, but Lin Hao understood it.

"Thank you Lord Gu ......" Lin Hao nodded to Gu Shengnan, then paused and spoke to

Gu Shengnan again, "To welcome a bride, there is always a bit of gift money, I came in a

hurry and didn't bring anything, then I'll give you the Leng family, I believe that after
Lord Gu has finished digesting the Leng family's power, he will be able to turn the Gu

family into a top-notch family in Tianhai City ......"

"Thank you Mr. Lin, but the Leng family's property I do not want, I will be all gifted to
the name of Xi Yan, this is what she should get ...... "Gu Shengnan said to Zero Shan Yi Xi

closed whisker er Lin Hao.

I'm not sure if this is the case, but it is.Then he turned to look at Wang Shufen and

Leng Qiu Ya and said, "Since the Leng family is supposed to cherish Yan, then I will re-gift
the gift money.Tomorrow morning, I'll have Tianji send over 10 billion worth of shares of

the Tianhai Group ......"

"This ......" Wang Shufen's mouth was wide open, obviously scared by the 10 billion in

Lin Hao's mouth, after all, it was really a bit too much money.She had never seen so much

money in her life.But she just couldn't say anything ......

And right now in the house, not only Wang Shufen was shocked, Leng Qiuya and Yue

Gu were also incomparably shocked.The man in front of them had 10 billion worth of

shares that he said he would give away.And they knew that Tianhai Group's share price
was still rising, and this 10 billion shares would appreciate in the future.This could totally
be described as an astronomical bride price, a truly astronomical bride price!

I've heard that you're the best friend of Xi Yan, and you're not married either.Then in

that case, at the wedding the day after tomorrow, you'll be Xi Yan's bridesmaid, I'm sure

Miss Gu won't refuse, right ......" Lin Hao said, and a monstrous momentum suddenly rose

up on his body and pressed over to Yue Gu.

"I ...... I ...... I ......" Yue Gu's face was instantly pale, she had the intention to refuse,
but in the face of such a terrifying momentum from Lin Hao, she suddenly couldn't open
her mouth ......

"My daughter agrees, please don't worry Mr. Lin ......" when Gu Shengnan saw that

Yue Gu was hesitant to speak up, fearing that she would do something bad, he quickly
pulled Yue Gu behind him and spoke up for Yue Gu.Lin Hao nodded his head ......



Lin Hao didn't wait for the crowd to say anything else, turned around and left, Mo

Tianji didn't say a word from start to finish, just silently followed behind Lin Hao, and
when he walked out the door, Mo Tianji very gentlemanly brought the door to the

crowd ......

Bang ...... Waiting until Lin Hao and Mo Tianji left, Yue Gu sat down on a chair with

her buttocks, her mouth wide open, full of shock, her mouth murmured, "Ten billion, ten
billion ah ......."

Although Wang Shufen and Leng Qiu Ya were also shocked, the two women looked at

each other, but their faces were very unpleasant.Just now that man came in and directly

gave a sky-high bride price, but these two mothers of Shen Xiyan, this time there was no

happiness in their hearts.Instead, they were incomparably worried ......

"Hey, my miserable child, how did she ...... she keep encountering this kind of

thing ...... "Leng Qiu Ya said tears fell down, if it is the face of the Leng family's
persecution, she could still go against the resistance for Shen Shi Yan, but if this man in

front of her forced it, she just really couldn't do anything about it.The Gong family, which
is even more powerful than their Leng family, was destroyed overnight by this man, how
can she, a woman with no power or influence, fight with this man?

"Is there really, really nothing you can do about it?"Wang Shufen also said to herself

with tears streaming down her face ......

Leng Qiu Ya and Wang Shufen were talking to themselves, and Gu Yue and Gu

Shengnan didn't say a word.The atmosphere just quieted down, only now the atmosphere

inside the house was much more depressing than before.

Just at this time, the door suddenly opened again, and the sound of the door opening

made the dazed crowd jump, and when they reacted, they discovered that it was Shen

Xiyan who had returned from outside.It's just that Shen Caiyan's state is very bad, her
hair is a little messy, and her eyes are a little red ......

"How are you ...... you, pity?Lin Tian just came and said you two are getting married

the day after tomorrow. What's going on between you and Lin Tian?You've only known

her a few days, haven't you?Why did he have to marry you? ......

"When Wang Shufen saw Shen Xiyan come in, she hurried to Shen Xiyan's side and asked

anxiously.



Leng Qiu Ya was also incomparably worried and said to Shen Xi Yan, "Xi Yan, do you

really want to marry that Lin Tian?Mom can see that you don't like him in your heart, it's
not too late, and Mom has some connections in Tianhai City, so why don't we go, leave
Tianhai, Mom will take you abroad, and we'll find a place where no one can find us,
okay?"Leng Qiu Ya said tears fell down, she really does not want her own daughter, just
out of the wolf's lair and into the tiger's mouth ah ......

"Mom, I'm tired, I'm going to take a rest ...... I'm tired, really tired ......" Shen Xiyan

didn't reply to Wang Shufen and Leng Qiu Ya's words, but waved her hand and walked

into her bedroom ......

Wang Shufen and Leng Qiu Ya were incomparably anxious as they looked at that state
of pity, but there was nothing they could do about it.Yue Gu, on the other hand, bit her
teeth and followed ......
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Inside the room, Shen Xiyan was sitting on the bed with two eyes, Yue Gu bit her lips and

walked in gently, and closed the door after coming in.It was just that Shen Xiyan didn't
say a word about Gu Yue coming in, and she still didn't say a word.

When Yue Gu looked at Shen Xi Yan like this, he was incomparably distressed, but
things had happened now.And now, Yue Gu didn't even know for her best friend, best
friend.Should she still be envious, or should she pity her.It was reasonable to say that it

was a good thing that the best men kept appearing around Shen Xiyan, for example, when
she was in Nanjiang City, the best man was Lin Hao, and now in this Tianhai City, the
best man was Lin Tian.Shen Siyan had met them all.

But Shen Siyan was very ill-fated or unlucky, most of the time she was with Lin Hao,
at that time she was immersed in the pain of losing her father, she was in a grief and her

mood was particularly bad.So most of the time she spent with Lin Hao was unhappy.

And a month ago, Shen Xi Yan managed to dissolve all the barriers and disagreements

with Lin Hao and got married again and got together.But before a few days of happiness

had passed, Lin Hao was no more.And now Shen Shi Yan has just lost Lin Hao, is she
going to marry someone else?To say that Shen Siyan had feelings for that Lin Tian, Yue
Gu herself didn't even believe it.After all, the time was too short, too short, after she
herself had lost her lover, Yue Gu had been in Autumn City, alone for three years, to calm
the pain in her heart, but she hadn't even come out completely, let alone Shen Suyan.



"Xi Yan, why don't you just listen to Aunt Qiu Ya and leave Tian Hai City, okay?I
asked my father to help as well, don't worry as long as you leave, no matter how much

trouble that man makes, it won't be difficult for us ...... you go ...... "Yue Gu looked at

Shen Xiyan like this, she herself cried, to Shen XiyanYan persuaded.

Shen Xi Yan shook her head, "Yue Yue, go out and leave me alone, okay?I just want to
be alone right now, I want to be left alone, okay?"Shen Xi Yan's eyes were dazed and

dumbfounded, she was opening her mouth but she wasn't looking at Yue Gu.

"Xi Yan, I ...... hey ...... "Yue Gu originally wanted to comfort and console Shen Xi Yan

again, but she opened her mouth, but in the end, nothing came out, and finally got up and
left Shen Xi Yan'sRoom.Just as Shen Xiyan said, Shen Xiyan's heart must be very, very
confused right now, and what is being said now, Shen Xiyan can't listen to ......

Yue Gu left and gently closed the door for Shen Shi Yan.In the living room of the

house, Wang Shufen and Leng Qiu Ya were both there, Yue Gu saw the two of them cast

a questioning look at her, she could only sigh and shake her head, not speaking.The two
of them were also very confused, not knowing what to do next.

Yue Gu called Gu Shengnan to another room, and now the only one who could help

Shen Xiyan was Gu Shengnan.And Yue Gu had always believed in Gu Shengnan's strength,
Gu Shengnan had been out on his own for so many years, and he was definitely the most

experienced among all of them.

"Dad, can you help Xiyan again?I know that that Lin Tian is very powerful, and he's
pretty good to Xi Yan.Now that Lin Hao is gone, I don't want Xi Yan to go my old way and

be alone all the time.I want to see her come out.I want to find a good and loving man to

marry her again, and Lin Tian is a good man.But the key is that CiYan has just lost Lin

Hao and now she's marrying someone else?How can she stand it?So Dad, see if you can

go and talk to Lin Tian and ask him to give Xi Yan some more time ah, even if it's for
another month ah ...... wait for Xi Yan to slow down and say the marriage thing,
okay?"Yue Gu pleads bitterly with Gu Shengnan ......

Gu Shengnan frowned deeply as he fell silent, he didn't know how to explain to Yue

Gu at the moment.Lin Hao hadn't revealed his identity in front of everyone by now.The
reason for this was something he Gu Shengnan had somewhat guessed in his heart.I'm
afraid that only on the wedding day would Lin Hao tear off the mask on his face.And
before that, Gu Shengnan would never be able to reveal it to Gu Yue.



So at this moment, Gu Shengnan, who had always responded to Yue Gu's requests,
shook his head resolutely for the first time, "Yue Yue, this matter is not something we can

influence, that man is too terrifying, too terrifying.The Gong family was destroyed in one

night, and the Leng family will probably be wiped out next, the Gong family and the Leng

family are more powerful than us.I'm sorry Yue Yue, I really can't do anything about it

this time ...... You should also persuade Xi Yan to marry Lin Tian, it's quite good, really
quite good, can't you see that Lin Tian likes Xi Yan very much, and Xi Yan marrying over

there is much better than marrying that Gong Wei from the Gong family......."

But Yue Gu was crying and shaking her head, "Dad, it's not like that, it doesn't count
like that ah.Lin Hao just died ah, just died not long ago ah ......"

When she saw that Gu Yue could not help her, she left, Gu Shengnan looked at Gu

Yue's distant back, and could only sigh deeply, and said in his heart, "Girl, you still

haven't cultivated, ah, forget it, just wait one more day, after tomorrow, everything will

be revealed, and you will be happy for Xi Yan, really, please believe me, trust me ......"

It was just that for Yue Gu who already had no hope for him, Yue Gu couldn't hear
what was in Gu Shengnan's heart.Yue Gu went out the door and walked outside, looking
at the quiet night inside the community.

Yue Gu walked away and suddenly stopped, there was still one person she could go

to.That would be Night One!It was just that that Night One had already blacked out her

phone and changed her number.Yue Gu thought about it, she had seen Night One's
terrifying skills with her own eyes.She just thought that Night One should be able to

help.And Night One was Lin Hao's brother, the one Lin Hao had arranged to be by Shen

Xiyan's side, the one who had been secretly protecting Shen Xiyan!

"Yes, Night One, Night One, no, I must meet with him, I must meet with him!He's Lin
Hao's brother.
Brother, he can't just stand by and watch Xi Yan get into a desperate situation together,
can he?Yes, that's right, maybe he'll have a way, he's so powerful, with his protection, Xi
Yan will definitely be able to leave the Heavenly Sea, definitely ......" Yue Gu mumbled to

herself, the more she said, the more her heart just felt feasible, but she doesn't have Night

One's contact information anymore, so what should she do?To see Yoruichi?

Yue Gu frowned deeply, she thought, she suddenly brightened up, took out her phone,
her fingers quickly edited a few text messages and sent them out ......
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At two o'clock in the morning, the neighborhood where Shen Jiyan is located is already

dark, there is no longer a trace of light.At this time people are coming in to sleep, the
room where Shen Jiyan is, is also dark, pulling the curtains ......

But at this time, a group of people in black uniforms with masks on their faces

suddenly silently strode towards Shen Xiyan's room at a fast speed without making a

sound.When this group of people almost reached the downstairs of Shen Xiyan, one by
one they all drew their black glittering daggers, or military spurs.The killing intent on

their bodies grew stronger and stronger ......

But just as one of the shadows was holding a tool and was about to open Shen Xiyan's
window, suddenly Night One appeared and kicked the masked black-clothed man

down.After Night One kicked one of them away, he stared coldly at these people in front

of him.Without a trace of emotion in his voice, he said, "Who are you guys!Which power!"

With a command from Night One, suddenly ten heavily armed combat sequences

sprang out of the villa in the distance, inside the house, and suddenly surrounded the four
masked men in front of them completely.

"No say?Then die!"As soon as Night saw that these people in front of him were silent,
he was in a killing mood, the day after tomorrow was Shen Siyan's wedding with Lin

Hao.And at this time, someone actually dared to come and cause trouble, then he would

have to kill without mercy!

"Don't, don't do it, Night One, it's me ......" at the moment when Night One was about

to make his death blow, the masked man who had just been kicked off the ledge by him,
hurriedly spoke up, muffling two coughs as he spoke.Then the masked man took off his

mask, and in the next moment, Yue Gu's beautiful face was reflected in Yuichi's eyes, but
there was a trace of blood overflowing from the corner of Yue Gu's mouth, and she had

just been kicked by Yuichi in order to draw him out. ......

"Miss Gu, is that you?What do you want!"Night One continued to coldly whisper to

Yue Gu.

Yue Gu quickly explained to Night One, "Don't misunderstand, what are you thinking,
I've had a relationship with Xi Yan for so many years, how could I possibly harm her?I
was looking for you!Now that you've shown up, let's chat for a change ......"



Night One looked deeply at Yue Gu, this woman was also really smart.She actually
used this method to draw herself out.Night One coldly snorted, "Miss Gu, this method,
you better not use it a second time, just now if I hadn't collected my strength, you'd be

dead ...... really dead ......"

Yue Gu wiped the blood from the corner of her mouth, she knew that what Night One

said was true.But this time, she wouldn't bother with Night One.Instead, she took Night

One away from Shen Shi Yan's house and walked to a neighborhood pavilion before

stopping.

"Miss Gu, what exactly do you want to say, you can say it now, right?"Yei Yi stared at

Yue Gu with a deadly stare and asked.

Yue Gu looked deeply at Night One and said, "Xi Yan, in the day after tomorrow, she
will marry Lin Tian, this matter, now the entire Tian Hai City knows, don't tell me, you
don't know!"

Night nodded at one point and said, "Yeah, I know, what's up?"

Yue Gu exploded on the spot at Night One's answer, pointing at Night One's forehead
and drinking, "Night One, I had thought you were a trustworthy person!Before Lin Hao

died, he entrusted you with the safety of Ji Yan, and you verbally called Lin Hao big

brother.May I ask, this is how you protected your sister-in-law!Huh?Where's your
conscience?Eaten by dogs?"

In the face of Yue Gu's fury, Night One was unmoved, but said directly, "I'm only

responsible for protecting my sister-in-law's life, I don't care about anything else, as long
as my sister-in-law is still alive ......"

Yue Gu was about to go crazy over what Night One had said, she knew that forcing

her to talk to Night One wouldn't make sense.So she put it in a different way: "Night One,
is it true that you don't have any feelings in your heart?Huh?Your big brother Lin Hao

just died half a month ago, and now his body is still warm, the wife he loved the most is

going to marry someone else.I'm begging you, you're a good fighter, and my Gu family

has some resources in Tianhai City.Leave Heavenly Sea, go abroad, find a place where no

one is around, and wait until after this time, okay?"

Yue Gu said with tears streaming down her face and a hint of blood at the corner of
her mouth.Night Yi's heart was also complicated at this moment.He could tell that Yue Gu
was really thinking of Shen Xiyan for the good of Shen Xiyan.



Night One looked deeply at Gu Yue and said, "Miss Gu, don't think too much,
sister-in-law's wedding the day after tomorrow, she definitely won't regret it, absolutely,
please ...... believe me, okay?"

"I believe the hell you ...... me ...... wait!Wait!What do you mean?My father said the

same thing to me, and you're saying it now!What the hell do you mean?Why do you all

say that you'll never regret it the day after tomorrow?Why!There's definitely something

going on here, there's definitely something going on ...... "Gu Yue was about to yell at

Yudaichi when suddenly she remembered that her father, Gu Shengnan, had said the

same thing to her ......

And now that Night One was saying such things to her as well, she instinctively felt

that something seemed very wrong.This attitude between her father and Night One was

clearly a willingness to let Shen Xiyan go and marry Lin Tian!She knew very well what

kind of person her father was, and her father definitely didn't say that for money, and I'm
afraid this man in front of her doesn't care about things like money even less ......

"Miss Gu, please don't ask any more questions, but in short, please trust me,
okay?"Night One was incomparably serious as he looked at Yue Gu.

But Yue Gu shook her head, "No, I don't believe you, you have to tell me, I swear I
won't say anything to anyone, I swear!But if you don't tell me today, then don't blame me

for risking all of Yue Gu's strength tomorrow to send Xi Yan out of the Heavenly Sea!Say!"
As soon as Night saw Yue Gu like this, he frowned deeply.He had been secretly protecting

Shen Shi Yan, and he knew Yue Gu.He knew that with Yue Gu's temper, she would really

be able to do this kind of thing ......

Thinking of this, so as not to be bad, Night One turned around and took out his phone

to call Lin Hao, saying a few code words that Yue Gu couldn't understand at all.Then
Night One nodded his head and hung up the phone.

"How was it?Who did you call?Can you talk to me now?"Yue Gu had a hidden guess

in her heart, who did Night One need to consult?Who is Night One's superior?That's only
one man, but he's not, he's not already ...... Yue Gu thought of this, her heart has been
hidden a little excited, but she did not dare to open her mouth to ask, afraid that the hope
is false ......

Night One took a deep look at Yue Gu and said, "Miss Gu, may I ask if you can really

keep a secret?"



Yue Gu incomparably nodded her head seriously, "Well, I swear, I absolutely Lu Yi

Closure love to whisk Lu Closure cover will not leak out, I swear!"

Night Point nodded and said, "Good, then I tell you, big brother is not dead, he has
been protecting his sister-in-law, and the day after tomorrow he is going to give her a big

surprise in front of all the people of the All Sea City, a grand wedding ...... big brother

is ...... Lin Tian ......"

Boom ...... Yue Gu was shocked to the point of speech when she heard the news ......
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